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April 8,2004 

Via admile - (202)452-3819 

Jennifer Johnson, Secretary 
of Governors of the Federal System 

and Constitution Avcnuc,
Washington, DC 20551 

Re: 	 Revisions lo Regulations 
Docket No.

Dear Johnson: 

T the bank agencies' (Agencies) proposal to 
increase the number of hanks and associations he the 
small institution Community Act (CRA) examination. The 
Agencies propose to increase the threshold from $250 to $500 
million to eliminate any of whether the 

by holding company. This toward appropriate 
of Community Act and should greatly reduce 

expensive institutions newly inade 
institution proposal go will 

When the CRA regulations were rewritten in 1995, the banking 
recommended then that community banks of $500 be eligible 

institution most improvement 
the new regulations was the addition.of that small institution examination, 
which. did what the Act required: Directed examiners to review the 

loans assess whether the bank is helping to crcdit needs of 
community. It no investment requirement on small 

banlcs, Act is crcdit, investment. It added data 
requirements on small banks, Act's 

that there would additional burden 
on banks if the Act passed. And it a 

of of credit in its community: The test considers 
percentage of its 
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areas; its of lending to of different income levels and 
businesses and farms of different sixes; distribution its 
and its record of taking action, in response to written complaints, if 
any, its performance in credit needs its assessment 
areas. 

Since then, the regulatory burden small hanks increased tremendously. 
massive new reporting requirements under HMDA, USA Patriot Act and the 

privacy of the Act are the regulations 
causing additional But of not changed. 
When with the requirements of the large 

and operational burden increase 

The size of my bank is $210 million. Likely, we will exceed $250 
later year. When we convert to the large institution examination standards, 
we be tn staff compliance with 
CRA. imposes a dramatically higher that drains 
money and  personnel away helping to meet the credit needs of the 

community. Yet our focus of lending to my community will 
change at all. We currently loan Largely to the community and will continue 

to do so. it will cost money to be the same wc 
today. 

I l it~is as it was 1995, well as 1977 
CRA, a credit uf its 

cominunity if it makes a certain amount of loans relative to deposits taken, I f  a 
bank does not loan to its community, it quickly becomes 

and A bank is typically it takes 
deposits and makes loans. business activities focused small, 
defined geographic areas where the I:I& known in the community. The small 
institution accurately captures the information necessary for 
examiners to whether bank helping to meet the 

of its community, nothing 'more is required to satisfy Act. 

As the Agencies state in their proposal, raising the institution 
to $500 numerically 

in reality to 
limitation w retain the percentage of 

assets subject to the retail institution test. It would decline 
slightly, from a little than to a little 90%.That decline, though 
slight, would closely align the currenr distribution of assets between small 
and large banks with the distribution rhat was anticipated when the Agencies 
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the Thus,the.Agencies, in revising the 
CRA are really just preserving the regulation, which 
has altered by a drastic in the number of banks, inflation and 

in the nf banks. believe that the Agencies need 
provide greater relief to community than preserve the status qua of this 
regulation. 

, it wrong to its application to only b& 
the test the most improvement of the 

below $250 
million in many community from any relief. 

with than $250 million in assets faces significantly 
regulatory burdens without consistently 

ts by the Community Reinvestment 
Act. In today's banking market, a $500 a 
handful of branches. I raising the asset for 

examination to at least billion. Raising the to $1billion is 
appropriate two the small institutions on 
lending, which the small institution examination entirely 

with the purpose of the Community Reinvestment Act, which is to 
that Agencies evaluate how banks help to meet the credit needs of the 

raising liinit to $1billion will have only a small effect on the amount 
assets covered the more comprehensive large bank test. 

Lo Agencies' limit from $250 to $500 
reduce by large by less 

than one percent. According to December 31,2003, Call Report data, raising the 
limit to $1 billion will reduce the amount of assets subject to the much more 

by 4% Yet, the 
relief provided would, again, he the nn 

than additional banks (compared to a 
limit). Accordingly, I urge Agencies to raise the limit to at least $1 
providing regulatory relief while, to quote the Agencies in the 

not diminishing "in any the obligation of all depository 
to CRA to of comunitics. 

tlie are only address the regulatory burden associated 
evaluating under 

In conclusion, I strongly (1) asset-size of 
banks eligible for the small bank CRA examination process as a 
vitally important step in revising improving CRA regulations and in 

regulatory burden; (2) Eliminating the separate holding company 
qualification for the small examination, since places small 
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community of  a holding at a disadvantage to 
their peers and has no legal basis in Act. 

hanks will examined under CRA for their record of 
ofhelping to meet thecredit 

Sincerely, 
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